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Abstract. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is widely ac-
cepted as the de-facto standard for symmetric-key encryption, and it is
going to be used in the coming decades because of its resistance against
Post-Quantum Cryptography. For this reason, it is the subject of many
research works, and almost all converge on the usage of composite/tower
fields for the hardware implementation of the S-box, the most expensive
circuit in terms of both area and critical delay. Anyway, the debate is
still open on applying isomorphic fields also to the other AES algorithm
operations. In the attempt to give an answer, it is analyzed the applica-
tion of the two approaches to the most recent and performing solutions
from the state-of-the-art with the synthesis of the corresponding circuits
on a 7nm standard-cell technology. In addition, the presented work con-
stitutes also a guideline for implementing hardware AES modules that
execute all operations over composite/tower fields.
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1 Introduction

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [1] was released by the National In-
stitute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and represents the de-facto standard
for symmetric-key encryption, also because of its efficiency and performance [2].
Indeed, it is employed in several application fields such as High-Performance
Computing [3, 4] and Automotive Security [5], and it is going to be used in
the coming decades because of its resistance against Post-Quantum Cryptogra-
phy [6]. For this reason, a high volume of works focusing on its optimization can
be found in the literature. Concerning hardware implementations, almost all of
the works converge on the usage of composite (or tower) fields to reduce the
complexity of the S-box circuit [7–13], which consists in the calculation of the
multiplicative inverse of a byte and an affine transformation. This approach con-
sists in mapping the AES native field GF (28) to an isomorphic field GF ((24)2)
(composite field) or GF (((22)2)2) (tower field) [11], reducing the problem of the
multiplicative inversion on a 4-bit vector, GF (24), or on a 2-bit vector, GF (22).
In both cases, the basis used to represent the bytes on the isomorphic field can
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Fig. 1. Outline of the composite/tower field S-box circuit.

be a Normal Basis (NB), a Polynomial Basis (PB) [12, 13], a Redundant Rep-
resentation Basis (RRB) [10, 11], or a Mixed Basis (MB) [7–9]. Whatever the
composite/tower field and the basis used, the S-box circuit has always the same
structure that is illustrated in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, the blocks Map and Map−1 represent respectively the isomorphic
mapping (M) and the inverse isomorphic mapping (M−1): this last to map back
the multiplicative inverse on GF (28) before the affine function (block Affine
Trans.). Because both the inverse mapping and the affine transformation corre-
spond to a matrix-vector multiplication, respectively, with the matrix M−1 and
the matrix A, these two operations are merged into a unique matrix-vector mul-
tiplication (A ·M−1), reducing both the gate count and the gate delay. Anyway,
some works analyzed also the effects of extending the isomorphism to other AES
operations, and the researchers have not found a common conclusion on this
aspect. Some works propose architectures that extend the isomorphism to the
other AES transformations [7], some others explicitly declare that this approach
has no advantages, rather it worse the efficiency both in terms of area and max-
imum frequency [8, 9], or they do not consider this aspect at all, making the
implicit assumption that the isomorphism should involve only the multiplicative
inverse [10–13]. To investigate the effects of isomorphism on the other AES op-
erations, we selected the most recent and performing works from the literature
that use different composite/tower fields, and both approaches were implemented
for each of them using SystemVerilog. The circuits were synthesized on a 7nm
standard-cell technology and characterized by maximum frequency, area, and
efficiency (expressed as frequency per area). The analysis and the results that
follow refer to the encryption algorithm of AES.

2 Application of the isomorphism only to the AES S-box

The AES encryption algorithm iteratively processes 16-byte data blocks arranged
in a 4× 4 matrix according to a certain number of rounds. In the case of 128-bit
keys, the encryption process performs 10 (main) rounds composed by the oper-
ations SubBytes (the substitution of each byte by means of the S-box, Fig. 1),
ShiftRows (a byte re-ordering), MixColumns (a linear transformation), and Ad-
dRoundKey (a 128 bitwise XOR between the data block and a round-key), as
shown in Fig. 2. The illustrated architecture includes also an additional XOR
between the input data block (data in) and the input key (key in) for the prelimi-
nary round, and a multiplexer after the MixColumns block to skip this operation
in the last round. The round-keys are derived from the input key using opera-
tions similar to the ones of the AES round, such as the SubWord, the substitution
through the S-box of a 32-bit word (4 bytes of the key). The only different oper-
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the AES encryption round using the composite/tower field for
the S-box (SubBytes) and the native Galois field for the remaining (linear) operations.
The internal architecture of each S-box corresponds to the one shown in Fig. 1.

ation is the XOR with the Rcon constant, anyway, the overall area and timing
complexity of the key expansion circuit (Fig. 2) is lower than the one of the AES
round circuit [3, 6], which contains the critical, and it is:

tR = tMap + tMultInv + tInvMap||Aff︸ ︷︷ ︸
tS-box

+tMixCol + 2 · tMUX + tXOR (1)

In Equation 1, tMap, tMultInv, tInvMap||Aff , tMixCol, tMUX , tXOR are, respec-
tively, the propagation delays of isomorphic mapping, multiplicative inverse,
inverse isomorphic mapping merged with the affine transformation, the Mix-
Columns, a multiplexer, and an XOR gate (AddRoundKey).

3 Application of the isomorphism also to other AES
encryption operations

To apply the isomorphism of the composite/tower field to the other encryption
round operations, the MixColumns transformation can be expressed as:

bo = 2 · (bi0 ⊕ bi1)⊕ 1 · (bi1 ⊕ bi2 ⊕ bi3) (2)

In Equation 2, the output byte bo is generated by multiplying (·) the inputs
bytes bij by the coefficients 1 and 2 that corresponds, respectively, to the identity
function, and the shift on the left by one position plus the XOR with 00011011
if the most significant bit of the multiplied byte is 1. Both coefficients can be
expressed in the matrix form, respectively, as:

C1 =



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


C2 =



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(3)
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Fig. 3. AES round using composite/tower field for all the operations. The S-box in
Fig. 2 is substituted by the only multiplicative inverse (block 1/x in Fig. 1), while the
affine transformation (block Affine Trans. in Fig. 1) is merged with the MixColumns
inside the block Linear Operations. The isomorphic mapping (Map) and inverse map-
ping (Map−1) blocks are moved, respectively, to the beginning of the input data paths
(key in, data in) and to the end of the output data path (data out).

Exploiting Equation 3, Equation 2 can be reformulated as:

bo = C2 · (bi0 ⊕ bi1)⊕ C1 · (bi1 ⊕ bi2 ⊕ bi3) (4)

From a mathematical point of view, the bytes bij in Equation 2 and Equation 4
can be expressed as bij = (A·M−1)·b′ij , where b

′
ij
is the isomorphic multiplicative

inverse. Hence, the isomorphic byte at the output of the MixColumns can be
computed as:

b′o = M · bo = M · C2 · (bi0 ⊕ bi1)⊕M · C1 · (bi1 ⊕ bi2 ⊕ bi3)

= M · C2 ·A ·M−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
C′

2

·(b′i0 ⊕ b′i1)⊕M · C1 ·A ·M−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
C′

1

·(b′i1 ⊕ b′i2 ⊕ b′i3) (5)

According to Equation 5, the isomorphic output bytes of MixColumns, b′o, can
be directly obtained from b′ij by implementing the matrix-vector multiplications

with C ′
1 and C ′

2. The other round operations do not require modification because
the ShiftRows is just a byte re-ordering, and the AddRoundKey (i.e. an XOR) is
invariant with respect to the isomorphism. This approach consents to eliminate
the timing cost of the isomorphic mappings in Equation 1, according to the
architecture shown in Fig. 3. For this purpose, also the key derivation process has
to be modified accordingly by using the isomorphic values of the Rcon constant,
i.e. Rcon(r)′ = M ·Rcon(r), for r = 1, 2, . . . , 10. Hence, the critical delay of the
fully isomorphic AES round is:

t′R = tMultInv + tLinOp + 2 · tMUX + tXOR (6)

If tLinOp, the delay of merged linear operations (Equation 5), is such that
tLinOp < tMap + tInvMap||Aff + tMixCol, then t′R < tR (i.e. the frequency in-
creases).

4 Results

The two architectural approaches described in Section 2 and Section 3 were
implemented in SystemVerilog reproducing the state-of-the-art works that use
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composite/tower fields, i.e. [7], [10], [12], and [13]. It is to be noted that [7] already
proposes the usage of isomorphism for linear operations, hence the counterpart
with isomorphic mapping applied only to the S-box has been derived, and vice
versa for [10], [12], and [13]. The hardware circuits were synthesized on a 7nm
standard-cell technology included in the logic product kit SCH300MCPP64 from
TSMC process CLN07FF41001, in the PVT corner slow process, 0.90 V and
125 °C. Table 1 reports the synthesis results.

Table 1. Approaches comparison for [7], [10], [12], and [13]. The second area value
in column Area (*) is the area for the same maximum synthesis frequency of the
corresponding architecture that uses the AES native field for linear operations.

Ref.
Field for

linear operations
Maximum
frequency

Area
(Gate Equivalent, GE)

Area
Efficiency

Native AES field 2.83 GHz 14.07 kGE 0.201 GHz/kGE
[7]

Isomorphic field 3.06 GHz 14.78 (13.27*) kGE 0.207 GHz/kGE

Native AES field 2.83 GHz 13.79 kGE 0.206 GHz/kGE
[10]

Isomorphic field 3.10 GHz 14.75 (12.88*) kGE 0.210 GHz/kGE

Native AES field 2.69 GHz 16.61 kGE 0.162 GHz/kGE
[12]

Isomorphic field 3.08 GHz 18.12 (15.28*) kGE 0.170 GHz/kGE

Native AES field 2.80 GHz 17.67 kGE 0.158 GHz/kGE
[13]

Isomorphic field 2.94 GHz 18.01 (16.87*) kGE 0.163 GHz/kGE

Referring to results in Table 1, the usage of isomorphic mapping also for the
linear operations of the AES encryption round is advantageous. In each case,
this approach allows reducing the area for the same synthesis frequency and in-
creasing the maximum supported frequency with a low area cost, which however
leads to an overall improvement of the efficiency. For instance, focusing on the
experiment based on the work proposed in [10], the usage of the isomorphic map-
ping only in the composite/tower field S-box (case Native AES field) achieves
a maximum frequency of 2.83 GHz at the cost of 13.79 kGE, i.e. an efficiency
in terms of frequency per area of 0.206 GHz/kGE. If extending the same iso-
morphic mapping also to the remaining (linear) operations of the AES algorithm
(case Isomorphic field), one effect is that for the same synthesis frequency of 2.83
GHz the area consumption is reduced to 12.88 kGE (about the 6.6%), i.e. the
area value indicated between the round brackets and the symbol *. This would
correspond to an improved area efficiency of 2.83 GHz

12.88 kGE ≈ 0.220 GHz/kGE. On
the other hand, another effect is the reduction of the critical path of the round
according to Fig. 3 and Equation 6, therefore the possibility to increase the max-
imum synthesis frequency which rises to 3.10 GHz at the cost of 14.75 kGE. This
gives again an improved efficiency of 0.210 GHz/kGE.

The same effects can be found in every experiment conducted, hence the
overall results suggest that the implementation of all the AES operations on
isomorphic fields leads to more efficient hardware solutions, improving both the
area consumption and the maximum supported frequency.
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5 Conclusions

This work presents the investigation of the usage of composite/tower fields in
the AES algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
analyzes this aspect in a systematic fashion clearly pointing out how to imple-
ment the linear AES round operations on isomorphic fields. Indeed, the provided
mathematical analysis and the highlighted correspondence with the hardware ar-
chitectures constitute also a guideline for hardware designers of AES modules.
In addition, the systematic approach used in this work allows us to easily ex-
tend the analysis (and the hardware implications) to the inverse transformations
of the AES decryption algorithm for implementing decryption-only modules or
encryption/decryption modules, and to AES modules supporting also (or only)
192-bit keys (12 rounds) and (or) 256-bit keys (14 rounds).
Future works will include the evaluation of the effects on the resistance to the
Side-Channel attacks due to the application of the isomorphic mapping to the
linear operations of AES, according to the methodology presented in [14].
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